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any modern engineering problems rely on 
some means of modeling to deal with sys- 
tem conditions about which there is uncer- 
.tainty at design time. Data compression, 
speech recognition, mobile communications, and market 
forecasting all represent examples of problems where 
modeling uncertainty plays a major role. Data compres- 
sion systems use algorithms designed to match the statis- 
tics of t h e  data  t o  be 
compressed; speech recogni- 
speakers with different voice characteristics, accents, and 
speech patterns; a mobile communication system may be 
used in a variety of physical surroundings or network traf- 
fic conditions; a financial model may be used to predict 
stock prices through distinct modes of market behavior; 
and so on. In each of these examples, and many more like 
them, knowledge about the range of possible workmg 
conditions is available at design time, but the actual con- 
chtions under which the sys- 
tem operates at any given 
instant are typically unavail- 
able a priori. For example, it is 
not difficult to come UD with 
tion systems incorporate mod- The Lessons of 
els of speech patterns; mobile 
communications systems use Rate-Distortion Theory 
models of communication 
channel noise characteristics; 
and market-forecasting programs incorporate informa- 
tion about market statistics. 
In each of the above examples, statistical modeling 
plays a major role in the system design problem. This role 
is even more critical when the conditions under which the 
system must operate are themselves unknown or 
time-varying. A compression system may be used to com- 
press a wide variety of different data types; a speech rec- 
ognition system may be used to recognize speech from 
an estimate of the types of im- 
ages that will be sent to your 
printer and the relative frequencies of those data types, yet 
predicting the exact nature of the next image is extremely 
difficult since there is no natural order in which docu- 
ments tend to arrive. Similarly, a reasonable model ofthe 
range of speaker characteristics observed in an automated 
telephone banking system may be obtained by monitor- 
ing such calls over an extended time period, but accurate 
prediction of the next caller’s speech characteristics is 
much more difficult. Again, each system is characterized 
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sign for a wide variety of modeling applications. The arti- 
cle ends with a discussion of the performance benefits to 
be acheved using the multiple-model design algorithm. 
While this work focuses primarily on basic concepts 
rather than specific examples, a small collection of exam- 
ples appears in the boxes that accompany the article. 
These boxes are included to give a brief look at implemen- 
performance that far exceeds that of JPEG, and in fact to 
design good collections of models for a wide variety of ap- 
plications where the data modeled by a system may vary 
over a wide range of possibilities. (The JPEG (Joint Pho- 
tographic Expert Group) algorithm [l] is an im- 
age-compression standard. A brief description of JPEG 
appears in Box 3.) 
The brief collection of examples cited in the boxes and 
elsewhere throughout this work should by no means be 
considered a general su the data compression liter- 
ature. The h i t e d  na scope of this work necessi- 
tates the omission 
extremely significant roles in 
upon. The author apologizes 
courages interested readers to seek out the many books 
and papers providing general literature surveys for more 
complete and balanced looks at these fields. 
by a range of possible conditions that may be reasonably 
understood using large quantities of past data, but each 
system may undergo changes that vary widely and errati- 
cally within that range of allowed behavior. 
While the basic modeling problem in any of the above 
applications is difficult in its own right, the enormous 
variability resulting from changing system conditions 
makes the modeling task even more difficult. One ap- 
proach to modeling for such complex environments is to 
treat model design as a two-level problem. The high-level 
problem is to model the range of possible system condi- 
tions. The low-level problem is to describe the data char- 
acteristics associated with any single set of system 
condtions. For example, in a data compression system, 
the high-level model might address the range of different 
images that may be observed within a single compression 
system while the low-level model might cover the model- 
ing inherent in the compression system designed for any 
particular image modality. This approach effectively 
breaks the complex system design problem into a collec- 
tion of simpler design problems by building the overall 
system model from a collection of simpler models. 
The main topic of this article is the design and use of 
collections of models. While the low-level modeling 
problem is application-dependent, the optimal tech- 
niques for designing and using collections of models ap- 
ply across an enormous variety of applications, and thus a 
single approach suffices for addressing the high-level 
modeling problem. This work includes a description of 
the multiple-model-design algorithm and lscussions of 
the application of that technique both for the low-level 
data compression system design applications from which 
it derives and for high-level design both within data com- 
pression systems and beyond. 
This article begins with a brief introduction to the the- 
ory describing optimal data compression systems and 
their performance. Following that introduction is a brief 
outline of a representative algorithm that employs these 
lessons for optimal data compression system design. The 
implications of rate-distortion theory for practical data 
compression system design is then described, followed 
by a description of the tensions between theoretical 
optimality and system practicality and a discussion of 
common tools used in current algorithms to resolve these 
tensions. Next, the generalization of rate-distortion prin- 
ciples to the design of optimal collections of models is 
presented. The discussion focuses initially on data com- 
pression systems, but later widens to describe how 
rate-distortion theory principles generalize to model de- 
Data compression: An introduction 
Data compression algorithms provide efficient data rep- 
resentations for information storage or transmi 
Rate-dstortion theory bounds the achievable p 
mance of data compression systems. 
Data compression, also linown as source coding (e.g., 
image or video coding), is the science of information rep- 
resentation. The data compression problem may be 
posed in two ways. Describe data to the greatest accuracy 
possible within a given file size (or within a required time 
across a noisy communication system); or, describe data 
using the smallest possible file size (or transmission time) 
while maintaining a desired level of reproduction accu- 
racy. In either expression of the problem, the fundamen- 
tal trade-off is the same. The system trades description 
length or vuee (often measured in bits per symbol from the 
original source alphabet; e.g., bits per pixel) for repro- 
duction fidelity or low reproduction distoytion (typically 
measured by some simple &stance measure such as 
squared error, which is assumed throughout this work 
unless indicated otherwise). 
On an intuitive level, any data compression system 
could be imagined, as illustrated in Fig. 1, as a long list 
with three columns. The first column contains the row in- 
dces for book-keeping purposes. The second column 
contains a list of possible reproduction sequences. The 
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third column contains tlie binary descriptions used to 
specify a particular reproduction. In the example in Fig. 
1, i E { 1,. . . ,39} designates the row indices, {p(i)} denotes 
tlie collection ofreproduction sequences, and { y ( i ) }  speci- 
fics the associated binary descriptions. Each reproduction 
sequence in the second column may be either a single 
\.slue (scalar) or a collection of values (vector) from the 
reproduction alphabet. For example, the second column 
in Fig. 1 contains a list of 64-dinieiisional vectors ar- 
ranged in 8 x 8 squyxx If each reproduction sequence is 
equal in climctisioii to a single image, then the collection 
of images that cati be represented using the given code is 
icientic‘il to the collection of reprocluction sequences. 
Typicallv, though, each reproduction sequence is smaller 
in dimension than a single image. In this case, the repro- 
duction sequences may be strung together in any possible 
order to create a wide variety of different images. Two ex- 
amples of images created by stringing together reproduc- 
tion vectors from Fig. 1 appear in Fig. 2. 
The overall compression system maps incoming data 
sequences into reproductions by way of their associated 
binary descriptions. The list of binary descriptions is 
chosen to be “uniquely decodable” (see, for example, 
[2]) so that there is no uncertainty in parsing an incom- 
ing bit stream into separated block descriptions or deter- 
min ing  t o  which reproduct ion  a given binary 
description must correspond. Intuitively, one may think 
of a uniquely decodable code as a binary tree with left 
branches labeled by zeros and right branches labeled by 
ones, as shown it1 Fig. 3. In this tree, each binarydescrip- 











11 11 1100 
11 10010 
1100 
11 01 101 10 
I101 101 1 1 
I1 101 110 
I101 11 1 1 
A 1. A data-compression codebook. The first column contains the reproduction index i. The second 
column contains the (8 x 8) reproduction vector P ( i )  The third column contains the binary de- 
scription y( i )  
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tion represents a path start- 
ing at the root and ending at 
a leaf (rather than an internal 
node) of the binary tree. 
Thus, each leaf is labeled by 
the unique index i to which 
the path description y ( i )  cor- 
responds. A binary string of 
coded data may be parsed by 
tracing tlie corresponding 
path down the binary tree. 
The tracing process begins at 
the root of the tree and fol- 
lows the left branch if tlie 
next bit is a zero and the right 
branch ifthe next bit is a one. 
This process continues until 
a leaf of the tree is reached, at 
which point tlie end of a sin- 
gle block description is real- 
ized. The process continues 
at the top of the tree using 
the remaining bit stream. 
Using such a diagram, it be- 
comes obvious that one can- 
n o t  des ign  a un ique ly  
decodable code such that all 
indices have short binary de- 
scriptions. To give short bi- 
nary descriptions to some 
indices one must give long 
binary descriptions to other 
indices in order to keep tlie 
number of leaves in the tree 
constant. (While it is not 
t rue  tha t  every uniquely 
decodable code cati be de- 
scribed in the above manner, 
i t  is t r u e  t h a t  f o r  any  
uniquely decodable code 
there exists a code with the 
same description lengths 
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A 2. Two images created using the codebook in Fig. 1. (Note that the scale in these im- 
ages is very different from the scale of the reproduction vectors of Fig. I .  Each code- 
word in the codebook is an 8 x 8 pixel block. Each of the above images has dimension 
5 1 2 x 5 1 2 pixels.) The average rate used to describe the sequence of indices leading to 
the image on the left is 4.35 bits per vector or 0.07 bits per symbol. The average rate 
used to describe the sequence of indices leading to the image on the right is 3.92 bits 
per vector or 0.06 bits per symbol. 
that tits tlic binary-tree format described above. Tli~is, 
the general conclusion that short binary descriptions for 
some indices necessitate long binary descriptions for 
others applies to all uniquely decodable codes.) 
Given tlic list structure of Fig. 1, compression may be 
achieved i n  two ways. First, when tlie list of possible re- 
prodiiction sccliiences is shorter than tlie list of possible 
data seqiieiices, tlic nuniber of bits needed to uniquely 
describe a member of the reproduction “codebooli” is 
smaller than the number of bits needed to iiniquely de- 
scrihc all possiiblc input sequences. For example, there 
exists tisect-rate code such that any one of the 39 < 2”  
64-dimensional reproduction vectors in Fig. 1 may be 
described at ii r‘ite o f 6  bits per 64-dimension~~l vector o r  
6/64 = 0.09 hits per pixel. I n  contrast, describing one of 
tl1c 256(’4 =2”’? 64-dimension~iI data vectors from re- 
production alphabet {0, . . . ,255) with a fiscd-rate code 
requires 5 12 bits per 64-diiiiensional vector o r  8 bits per 
pixel. Notice, however, that tlie savings in description 
length resulting from the restriction of tlie collection of 
allowed reproduction scc~~ienccs onies at the expense of 
a decrease i n  reproduction accur‘ic!.. For any fixed di- 
mension, the smallcr the codcbooli, the sm‘lller the col- 
lection of possible images that can he created by  
s t r i ng i ng tc )gc t 11 c r re p r( )ct 11 c t i ( ) n vec to r s frc 111 t 11 a t 
codebook. lliis restriction o r  “qLi‘iiitization’’ of tlie 
space of possible reproductions may cause a loss i n  re- 
production fidelity i n  describing ‘in arbitr,iry input im- 
age wing tlie gi\,cn codebooli. 
The second possihle mciins of acliic\~ing compression 
iinwlvcs tlie carefill choice of tlie Liniclwl!~ decoctable bi- 
i 11 g s h( )rter b i n a d csc r i p t i () 11 s for ni () re p r( )bnble 
reproduction seyiicnces (e.g., i = 19) at the expense 
(\vitliin tlic Linicliiely decodablc structure) of longer bi- 
nary descriptions for seldom iised reproduction se- 
nar!‘ label for each reproduction \‘ector. For example, lls- 
quences (e.g., i = 28) yields an es- 
pected description length of fc\ver 
than 0.09 bits per pixel. This process, 
called lossless coinpression, results in 
no loss in reproduction qiialit!.. 
Viewed as i n  Fig. 1, the compres- 
sion system is effectively a collection 
of very simple models. Here, each 
model is n single reproduction value 
or “codeword.” E ~ c h  niodel in  the 
collection has associated with it a 
cost, where tlie cost of a particular 
model is the rate necessary to de- 
scribe that model to tlic decoder. For 
most applications, it is unreasonable 
to assume that any sinc& model m i l l  
be good for all possible d.ita se- 
quences. Ho\vc\~r,  LISC of n jointl!. 
designed collection of models and a 
care fu 1 m ec 11 a n i s m for c 11 ()()sing 
among those models, can yield good 
average performancc in representing a wide viarict!. of 
possible data sequences that may be observed i n  the given 
compression s\’steni. The more models wed \i,itliin a 
on system, tlie better these models c ~ n  
cover tlie space and thus the greater tlic reproduction iic- 
curacy. At the same time, the more models ~ised \{.itIiin a 
given compression system, the higher tlic cost in rate of 
using the system because the use of more models gcncr- 
ally reqiiires the L W  of more hits (on  a\wagc) to describe 
the chosen model; hence, tlie fiindaiiiental trade-off he- 
tween rate and distortion. 
4 5 
A 3. A simple uniquely decodable code, for which each binary 
description y(i) corresponds to a single leaf in the tree. Using 
such a code tree, a binary string may be parsed into a unique 
list of codeword indices by beginning at the top of the tree, se- 
quentially traveling left for each 0 and right for each 1 until 
encountering a leaf, outputting the given leaf index, and then 
traveling back to the root of the tree and repeating the process 
for the remaining bit stream. For example, the binary string 
01 10101 1 I . . .  corresponds to the sequence 2,3,3,6 ,... of indices. 
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Ry describing, for each source distribution, the opti- 
i i i a l  trade-off between the two performance measures 
from which it gets its name, rate-distortion theory pro- 
vides performance goals for practical compression algo- 
rithms. Yet, linowing thc hounds on the performance o f a  
datn compression algorithm is not enough. The design of 
good codes requires kno\vledgc of how to achieve (or  at 
least approximate) with practical codes the performance 
promised by these bounds. 
Ideall!., rate-distortion theory would describe a design 
algorithm for achieving the optimal practical data com- 
pression system for any possible application. Unfortu- 
nntcl!?, rate-distortion theory fills short of this ideal since 
the arguments used in finding the theoretical bounds 
prove the esistence of good codes withoiit demonstrating 
lio\\~ to find them or worrying about their practicalit\i. 
Nonetheless, many ofthe lessons offered by rate-distortion 
theoretic argiiiiients arc in\duablc in designing practical 
codes. I n  prticular, careful csamination of the proofs of 
the oiptimal coding bounds yields important information 
about the properties ofoptimal codes. Many ofthese prop- 
crtics nre applicable in pr‘ictical system designs. Applica- 
tion of these results yields a wide variety of algorithms for 
designing good collections of models to fill the intuitive list 
in Fig. 1. 
Rate-Distortion Theory: Basic Lessons 
Ratc-ciistortion theoretic prooti describe limits on the 
performmce achievable by source coding algori thnis and 
clemonstrate the esistence of codes that achieve those 
bounds. <:arcfiil examination of both parts of this argu- 
iiiciit yields a \.arict!. of conclusions regarding the proper- 
tics of optimal coclcs. 
While most data compression systems are not implc- 
iizcritcd in the form shown in Fig. 1, most ifnot all practi- 
cal d‘itn compression algorithms c m  be descvibcd in this 
foriiix. (Sec Hoscs 1, 2, and 3 for some simple cxamplcs 
of popular data compression implementatioiis.) Use of 
the tddc in Fig. 1 requires the definition ofsome function 
that talus as its input any possiible data segment and 
chooses for that dnta segment an appropri~te iiiodcl. The 
moclel choice is specified by its corresponding row indes. 
lkfine the mapping a such that fix any xi’ in A fixed 
sourcc alphabet x I’ (which may be either discrete o r  con- 
tinuous), a(x”  ) is the row indes of the iiiodcl chosen fix 
s . For any row index i, let p(i) and y(i) denote the repro- 
duction and binary description, respectively, found in 
columns 2 and 3 of row i of the table in Fig. 1. Sincc the 
b i 11 a ry descriptions arc , by ass ii in p t i o 11, i i  i i  i q U e I y 
clecodablc, the fiinction y-’ (.j here clenotes the inverse 
m~pp ing  from a gi\w binary description back to the row 
indcs i to \vhich it corresponds. 
A complete compression system using the above de- 
fined fiinctions nppem in Fig. 4. The 
y 0 a iiiaps each incoming data vector x to a binary dc- 
scription y ( a ( x ”  ) )  by ~ v a y  of the corresponding row 
i d e s  a(x ’’ ). The length 1 y ( a ( x ”  ) )  I of the binary dcscrip- 
tion denotes the cost in rate of describing vector ?c “ with 
the given encoder. The dccodcr p 0 y- ’  maps the biiinr!~ 
sequence y(a(x ” ) )  to its corresponding reproductioii 
p(a(x ) )  by way of the index y ’ ( y ( a ( x  ’ I ) ) = a(x ” ). 
Given some distortion incasiire d(x ,  .$), the relproductioii 
fidelity can be measured as d(xi ’  ,p(a(x” j)), wherc 
The innermost segment of the compression s!”mi, 
here denoted by y and y-’ , is a IossIcss code, LvhicIi maps 
source indices to and from their binary strings. The outer- 
most segment of the compression s!,steiii, here denoted 
by a and p, and henceforth referred to :is a qz~aiztizcr, 
breaks the space of possible data scqiieiices into disjoint 
subsets o r  quanta, rcpreseiiting each region by a single rc- 
production \value. An example o f a  qiiantizcr encoder and 
decoder at n = 2 appears in Fig. 5. In this figure, the oiiter 
square reprewits the rz-dimcnsional spiice of possihle 
data \rectors. That space is dk7ided into subsets, where 
each subset is the set ofx ’‘ values mapped to a kparticulx 
row index i by the encoder a. E;,ach region coiitnins i 
point representing the n-dimensional rcproduction vec- 
d ( x ” , i ” ) = y  , = I  d(x,,i,). 
I 
A 5. Sample a and p functions. The encoder (Y. carves the space 
of possible data vectors into subsets, each of which carries a 
unique index. The decoder p chooses a representative value 
for each region. The line segments in the above drawing mark 
the region boundaries. The dot in each region shows the asso- 
ciated representative value. 
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tor p(i) (described in the second column of Fig. 1) associ- 
ated with the given region. 
While rate-distortion theory does not provide an opti- 
mal joint design algorithm for a, p, and y nor describe 
how to impIemcnt these $unctions for practical applica- 
tions, it does yield a variety of lessons about the optimal 
system. Discussions ofa  few ofthose lessons appear in the 
subsections that follow. 
Lesson 1: Bigger is  Better: 
The High-Dimension Advantage 
“It is simpler to  describe an elephant and a chicken with 
one description than to describe each alone.” -Cover 
ancl Thomas [2] 
l’erhaps the most pervasive lesson of rate-distortion 
theory is that joint descriptions are more efficient than 
separate descriptions, even for uiicorrelated random vari- 
ables. In the terminology of the earlier defined system, 
this means that the performance achievable at a higher di- 
mension n exceeds the performance achievable at lower 
dimensions. Two main factors, described next, contrib- 
ute to this efkct [3]. 
The first and perhaps easier to understand is that a 
compression system that deals with data in larger 
“chunks” (or vectors) can take better advantage ofcorre- 
lation between samples than can a compression system 
that deals with data in smaller pieces. To illustrate this ef- 
fect, consider a typical natural image. The given image, a 
photograph, is broken into vectors of dimension two 
(that is, each pixel is paired with a single neighbor). Fig- 
ure 6 shows, from two different angles, the histogram of 
two-dimensional vectors from that image. The vast ma- 
jority of the pixel values in this example line up along the 
x, = x, line. Many varieties of images incorporate ex- 
tr&nely high correlation between 
neighboring pixel values like that 
seen in Fig. 6. In this case, knowing 
the value of one of the two pixels 
predicts, with very high accuracy, 
the value of the neighboring pixel. 
A compression system that treats 
each pixel separately caiinot take 
ad\mitage of this correlation. 
The second key advantage of 
higher dimensional codes results 
from the economies that come with 
scale. Even in cases of iiidepeiident 
experiments it is far easier to  pre- 
dict the typical behavior in a long 
sequence of experiments(x ” for 
large values o f n )  than it is to  pre- 
dict the outcome of any single ex- 
periment. For example, consider n 
independent tosses of a coin for 
which the probability of heads is 
some luiown constant 0 < p < 0.5. 
For n small, prediction of the out- 
come ofthe experiment is difficult. For example, consider 
the prediction of the outcome for any single experiment 
(n  = 1). Since the probability p ofa head is given to be less 
than 0.5, the best possible guess is that the outcome will 
be tails. This guess is best every time the game is played 
even though tails might be only slightly more probable 
than heads and, for any p > 0, the event that eve??! toss 
yields tails is unlilicly. To quantifi. this poor performance, 
note that this best guess is expected to be wrong propor- 
tion p of the time. For n large, howe~er ,  more accurate 
predictions about the expected outcomes of the n coin 
toss experiment are possible. In  this case, (by the weak 
law of large numbers) roughly proportion p of the tosses 
are expected to give heads most ofthe time. Using this as 
a guess for the experimental outcome yields an expected 
probability of error that shrinks to zero as n grows Ivith- 
out bound. The predictability of long sequences ofexpcr- 
iments yields efficient coding schemes that give short 
descriptions to all possible strings with roughly propor- 
tion p of heads at the expense of long descriptions for 
strings with any other proportion of heads. The result is a 
lossless coding scheme that gives good performance for 
high-dimensional data (see, for example, [ 2 ] ) .  
The above example illustrates the high-diinensioii~il ad- 
vantage in lossless coding. A similar effect can be seen in 
quantization since the encoding cells defined by cx pack 
better in higher dimensions than in lower dimensions [4]. 
This obsenution is illustrated by Fig. 7. The figire con- 
tains two-dimensional drawings of the optimal cell shape 
for coding uniformly distributed data at 12 = 1 and the opti- 
mal cell shape for coding uniformly distributed data at 
PZ = 2. The drawing on the left shows the optimal cell shape 
associated with n = 1. In this case, the encoder is fi)rced to 







A 6. Histogram of two-dimensional pixel vector values for a photographic image. 
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The resulting cells are square. M k n g  optimal decisions in 
two-dmensional space yields hexagonal encoding regions. 
These regions are superior to the square encoding regions 
found on the left in the sense that uniformly dstributed 
data over a hexagonal cell yields lower expected distortion 
with respect to the cell center than does uniformly distrib- 
uted data over a square cell of the same area with respect to 
its cell center. This result is intuitively clear because the 
hexagon is more similar to a circle than is the square. Going 
to higher and higher dimensional spaces ylelds cell shapes 
tha t  are more  and  more  “spherical.” T h a t  is, 
higher-dimensional spaces admit more efficient paclungs 
than do lower-dimensional spaces. 
Lesson 2: The Optimal System 
has Optimal Parts 
A source code contains three components, the quantizer 
encoder a, the quantizer decoder p, and the lossless code 
y. The goal of data compression system design is to 
choose a, p, and y to minimize the expected distortion 
subject to a constraint on the expected rate (or vice versa) 
in coding samples from a h w w m  source distribution. For 
practical applications, knowledge about the source distri- 
bution is typically embodied in a single, fixed training set 
of data. Thus, the optimal system is the system (of a given 
dimension) that achieves the best possible performance 
on that training set. To avoid overtraining problems, sys- 
tems are typically trained and tested on nonoverlapping 
data sets. 
For the system as a whole to be optimal, it is necessary 
(though not sufficient) that a, p, and y themselves be opti- 
mal. While rate-dstortion theory does not provide a sin- 
gle algorithm for simultaneously optimizing the triplet 
(a, p, y), it does describe the optimal a for a given p and y, 
the optimal p for a given a and y, and the optimal y for a 
given a and p. 
Lesson 2,l: The Optimal Quantizer Encoder a 
Given p and y functions, the optimal quantizer encoder a 
is the quantizer encoder that minimizes the system’s ex- 
pected distortion subject to a constraint on the expected 
rate (or equivalently minimizes the expected rate subject 
Perhaps the most pervasive 
lesson of rate-distortion theory 
i s  that joint descriptions are 
more efficient than separate 
descriptions. 
to a constraint on  the expected distortion). This 
minimization is achieved by mapping every input vector 
x to the reproduction index i that yields the best perfor- 
mance for that particular input. Thus, denoting the opti- 
mal value ofa by a* and using a Lagrangian minimization 
[ 51 with non-negative Lagrangian constant h, 
a* (x” ) = arg min[d(x” ,p(i)) + hl y( i )  I ] .  
z 
The Lagrangian approach minimizes the expected distor- 
tion subject to a constraint on the expected rate. The 
Lagrangian constant h, which may be thought of as a 
descriptor of the relative importance of minimizing the 
expected rate versus minimizing the expected distortion, 
is chosen as a function of the system’s target rate [ 51. 
Lesson 2.2: The Optimal Quantizer Decoder p 
Given a and y functions, the optimal quantizer decoder p 
is the decoder that achieves the best possible expected dis- 
tortion. This optimal performance is achieved through 
independent optimization of the conditional expected 
distortions conditioned on every possible value ofa(x ” ). 
That is, for each index i, 
b* (i) = arg min E [ ~ ( X  ” ,i ” ) + hl y(i) I I a ( X  ’ ) = i] 
P” 
2” 
= arg min E[d(X ” , 2 ” )  I a(X ” )  = i]. 
For example, use of the squared-error dstortion measure 
d(x,&) = (x - i)’ results in optimal decoder models (or 
codewords) {p(i)} at the centroids of their encoding re- 
g ions .  T h a t  is, p” (i) = E [ X ” l a ( X ” )  = i] for  t he  
squared-error distortion measure. 
A 7. Optimal one-dimensional and two-dimensional packing. 
Lesson 2.3: The Optimal Lossless Code y 
Results on the optimal lossless codes appear in the infor- 
mation theory literature. In particular, an optimal lossless 
code satisfies 
I y* (i) I = - log Pr(a(X ) = i) 
for each i. Intuitively, one can understand this result as 
follows. Given an alphabet with IC equiprobable symbols, 
the best that one could hope to do in describing an out- 
come from this alphabet would be to describe that alpha- 
bet with log I< bits, since log I< bits suffice for describing 
different outcomes (throughout, log(x) = log, (x)). 
There is nothing to be gained in this scenario from giving 
2Jng IC 
shorter descriptions to some symbols than to others since 
all symbols are, by assumption, equiprobable. Now con- 
sider a source alphabet X with symbol probabilities 
{ p ( x )  :x EX} such that p ( x )  is not necessarily equal to a 
constant for all x. For any x EX, symbol x effectively 
looks like one of 1 / p ( x )  equiprobable outcomes. For ex- 
ample, a symbol with probability 1/8 in some sense looks 
like one of eight equiprobable outcomes. Since log 8 = 3 
bits is the number of bits required to describe any one out 
of eight equiprobable outcomes, the expectation is that 
log(1 / p(x)) = -log(p(x)) bits should again suffice for 
describing x in this scenario, even though the number of 
source symbols in X may be larger or smaller than eight 
and the symbols are not necessarily equiprobable. 
Notice that the above formula often cannot be 
achieved. For example, - log Pr (a(X” ) = i) may not be 
an integer. Fortunately, for large values of n (see Lesson 
1), the difference between the “optimal” per symbol de- 
scription length -(1/ n) log Pr(a(Xn ) = i) and the best 
achievable per symbol description length differ by very 
little. In particular, for any distribution Pro,  there exists 
a uniquely decodable code with description lengths 
I y* (i) I 5 r- log Pr(a(X” ) = i)], where rx1 denotes the 
smallest integer greater than or equal to x (see, for exam- 
ple, [2]). The rate cost of using the above code rather 
than the “optimal)) code is at most one bit per x vector 
or l / n  bits per symbol, which is arbitrarily small for large 
enough n. 
Lesson 3: Optimal Parts Do Not 
The conditions described in the above lessons are neces- 
sary but not sufficient for optimality. 
While Lesson 1 gives some insight into the choice of 
the optimal vector dimension and Lesson 2 describes the 
optimal a for a given p and y, the optimal j3 for a given a 
and y, and the optimal y for a given a and p, realization of 
an optimal system is still far from attained. First, the 
above conditions are necessary for optimality but are gen- 
erally not sufficient. Second, Lesson 1 implies that bigger 
is better when it comes to coding dunension. Thus, for 
any dimension n, the potential for improvement by going 
to a larger value of n always exists, resulting in a push for 
higher and higher dimensions (and, as dscussed later, less 
and less practical codes). Third, given two optimal system 
parts, Lesson 2 describes techniques for designing the 
third element to be jointly optimal with the other two, 
but where should the two other parts come from origi- 
nally? This is the global design problem treated in the next 
section. The question of coding dunension is considered 
in the section titled “Trouble in Asymptopia.” 
er: Lessons In Global Design 
The above rate-distortion theory lessons go a long way 
towards describing the optimal code. The question that 
remains is how to jointly design the system components 
to simultaneously achieve all of the above conditions. 
While a wide variety of (implementation dependent) 
code-design algorithms exist in the literature, only the 
simplest and most direct method for applying the results 
of Lesson 2 are dxussed  in this section. The resulting 
design algorithm for fEed-rate codes (codes for which 
I y(i) I is forced to equal a constant value for all i) appears 
in [ 6 ] .  A further generalized variation for variable-rate 
codes comes from [5]. Both are instances of the general- 
ized Lloyd algorithm. 
The generalized Lloyd algorithm is a code-design al- 
gorithm typically run on a training set of data deter- 
mined by the system designers to be representative of 
the data to be coded by the desired 
procedure, performed off-line during system design, 
generates a quantizer a, p and lossless code y to match 
the training data. The design begins by choosing an arbi- 
trary initial codeboolc of a desired dimension and maxi- 
mal codebook size and an initial lossless code. For 
example, a codebook with index set (1,. . . ,256) to code 
four-dmensional vectors for a grey-scale image database 
may be initialized at random or through a variety of sim- 
ple splitting techniques (see, for example, [7]). The 
lossless coder is typically initialized using a fuced-rate 
code. That is, all binary descriptions { ~ ( i ) }  in the given 
collection are initialized to the natural fixed-length bi- 
nary representations of the associated integer indices {$I, 
This initialization is followed by an iterative design pro- 
cedure with the following three steps. 
1. Optimize the quantizer encoder a for the given 
quantizer decoder p and lossless code y. This step is accom- 
plished using the optimal encoder design of Lesson 2.1. 
2. Optimize the quantizer decoder p for the given 
quantizer encoder a and lossless code y. This step is accom- 
plished using the optimal decoder design of Lesson 2.2. 
3 .  Optimize the lossless code y for the given quantizer 
encoder a and quantizer decoder p. For a fuced-rate code, 
this step requires no change. For a variable-rate code, this 
step is accomplished using a lossless code-design algo- 
rithm that achieves the rates given in Lesson 2.3 (to 
within one bit per vector). 
The process iterates until convergence. 
At each step of the above iterative design procedure, 
t h e  system’s expected Lagrangian  d i s to r t ion  
E [ d ( X n  ,p(a(X ))) + h[ y(a(X ” )) [ ] either decreases or 
remains constant. Since the Lagrangian &stortion is 
bounded below by zero, the iterative procedure is guaran- 
teed to converge. Running the above procedure to con- 
vergence typically yields a system that simultaneously 
satisfies all three optimal code properties. (Strictly speak- 
ing, while convergence of the Lagrangian distortion is 
guaranteed, convergence of the functions a, p, and y is 
not. This observation is of little consequence, though, 
since two codes with the same Lagrangian distortion are 
fbnctionally equivalent from a rate-distortion perspec- 
tive.) Unfortunately, the con&tions described are neces- 
sary bu t  n o t  sufficient for  system opt imal i ty .  
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Rate-distortion theory is not 
the theory of optimal practical 
code design. 
he conceptually simplest form of quantizer encoder ex- T plicitly implements the optimal encoder described in  
Lesson 2.1. That is, given a quantizer decoder p and 
, lossless code y, the encoder maps each incoming vector x” 
~ to the index associated with the closest codeword: 
a’(x“)  =argmin[d(x“,P(i))+hly(i)I] .  An example of such 
an encoder is shown below for a 16 codeword system with vec- 
tor dimension n = 64. 
The encoding function is implemented using a search over 
all possible indices in the code’s collection. That is, the encoder 
calculates d(x”,P(i)) + hly(i) I for every i in the code’s index 
set, and chooses that i corresponding to the lowest weighted 
Nonetheless, since the above procedure finds, at each 
step, a globally optimal solution to  its subsystem design 
problem, the entire process guarantees convergence to a 
locally optimal soliition. 
Notice that the generalized Lloyd algorithm solves a 
nuinber of’ very interesting and important probleins. In 
particular, the procedure answers three questions. 
A How many codewords are needed? 
The number of codewords needed in a fixed-rate code 
is trivially determined; a fixed-rate-K (bits per symbol) 
source code with dimension n, requires 2 ’”‘ n-dimen- 
sional coctcwords. 
The same question is more interesting in the case of 
variable-rate codes. I n  this case, the number of 
codewords needed could, conceivably, be arbitrarily 
large. The question, then, is how many codewords are 
needed to optimally cover the space of data vectors given 
a target per syinbol bit budget. 
When the optimal codebooli size is finite, the question 
of codebooli size is solved by the iterative design proce- 
dure. That is, assuming that the optimal number of 
codewords is finite and that the codebook is initialized 
with some number of codewords greater than the num- 
ber ncecled, the convergence algorithm effectively dis- 
poses of all unnecessary codewords. This codeword 
removal procedure is accomplished as a natural outcome 
ofthe lossless code design. In pirticular, extra codewords 
attract fewer and fewer training samples through the iter- 
ative procedure. As a codeword’s probability decreases, 
its binary description length increases as the negativc log- 
arithm of the cocteword probability, thereby increasing 
the effective cost associated with choosing the given 
codeword. This increase in cost causes a fkirther decrease 
in probability and s o  on. The e\7entual outcome of this 
process (neglecting the effects of local minima problems) 
is that the probability of unnecessary codewords goes to 
zero and thus their cost in rate goes to infinity, resulting 
in an effective removal of all “extra” codewords from the 
coding system. 
A Which codewords should be used? 
The codeword locations are given by the optimal 
model equations described in Lesson 2.2. For the 
s q U a r e d -error distortion m e a s u re, t h e s e optima 1 
codewords are easily calculated as conditional expecta- 
tions with respect to the underlying distribution (or aver- 
ages over appropriate subsets of the training data). 
A When should each codeword be used? 
The codeword choice problem is solved by the optimal 
cncoder described in Lesson 2.1. Iinplementations of 
truly optimal encoders typically involve a full search for 
each incoming data vector over the collection of possible 
codc\vords. Full search codes of this type, called vector 
quantizers, are described in greater detail in Box 1. 
Trouble In Asymptopia: The Cost of the 
High-Dimension Advantage 
According to rate-distortion theory, the existence of the 
optirnal code is only guaranteed asyniptotically as the cod- 
ing dimension goes to infinity. Yet with the rate-distortion 
performance gains of high-dimensional codes come a 
number of pitfalls that make the theoretical optimaliq of 
infinite-dimensional coding a practical impossibility. 
Lesson 1 motivates the push for very high-dimensional 
codes. Yet, increasing the dimension n of an optimal vec- 
tor-based source code increases the complexity, delay, 
and memory requirements of that code. Given a target 
rate of K bits per symbol, the number of reproduction 
~ec tors  in the given code grows at least as quickly as 2 ”“ . 
Sincc the optimal encoder a is typically implemented by 
Box 1 - Implementation Examples: VQ [5, 61 
distortion measure. The resulting code is called a full search 
vector quantizer, or simply a VQ. The V Q s  decoder is a sim- 
ple table lookup. The code table (more typically known as a 
codebook) stores one reproduction vector for each index in 
the code’s collection. 
I I 
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Box 2 - Implementation Examples: 
Hierarchical VQ [lo] 
o x  1 includes a description of the  traditional VQ encoder B and decoder. In that case, the decoder, implemented as a 
simple table look-up, requires very low complexity, but the en- 
coder, which impleinents a full search over all possible models 
in the collection, is much more computationally expensive. 
While high encoder complexity is acceptable for many applica- 
tions (e.g., video on demand, where good system performance 
does not imply a requirement that tlie encoder be either inex- 
pensive or  fast), other applications require both the decoder 
and the encoder to be fast and inexpensive. For example, in 
\~ideoconferenciiig applications, both parties in a conversation 
need to encode outgoing messages and decode incoming mes- 
s a p  simultaneously and with very low delay. 
I n  [ lo ] ,  Vishwanath and Chou describe a simple 
(suboptimal) vector quantizer that rcplaccs the fill1 scarch of 
the optimal V Q s  encoder with a sequence of table look-ups. 
The observation made in this case is that for any digital sys- 
tem, tlie number of possible input vectors is finite. As a re- 
sult, one possible approach for encoding data vectors is to 
devise a table including all possible input vectors and their 
corresponding optimal codeword indices. Given such a tablc, 
the encoder would require a single tablc look-up, which is 
f is t  and inexpensive, rather than a scclLience ofdistortion cal- 
culations, which carry a much higher computcitional cost. 
Unfortunately, tlie table size required i n  such a system would 
grow exponentially with the vector dimension. As a result, 
Vishwanath and Chou replace the above single table look-up 
with a sequence oftable look-ups. The resulting system con- 
tains a collection of small, simple tables, where each table 
takes as its inputs two 8-bit values and outputs one of 256 
possible indices. The tables in the systcm arc “angcd in a 
simple hierarchy, shown at the left for an eight-diincnsional 
( n  = 8) vector quantizer. 
At the top level, each table takes in  the indices of two input 
symbols (e.g., pixel values) and outputs a single index. The in- 
dices from each neighboring pair oftables .ire then fed into ta- 
bles at the next level, and s o  on until all of the pixels are 
represented in the final table look-up decision. While a single 
(enormous) table could achieve optimal encoding, the above 
sequence o f  table look-ups cannot  guarantee encoder 
optimality. (See [ 101 for a discussion ofhicrarchical V Q  table 
design and performance.) 
\v:i!‘ of ;i brute-force comparison of every incoming dat‘i 
vector to every possible reproduction codeword (see Box 
1 ), esponential incremx in codebooli size result in expo- 
nential increases in encoder complexity. Similarly, the 
meiiior!. required for storing the optimal decoder {p(i)}  is
proportional to the product ofthe code’s size and dimen- 
sion. T~LIS,  esponential growth in soiirce code size like- 
\vise results in exponential g rowth  in meiiior!. 
reqiiirements for storing the qqx-opriate table of code 
vectors. Finall!,, the delair associated with block source 
codes ofthe type considered in this work grows linearl!, in 
the coding climcnsion. That is, since incoming data 
streams arc described in fixed-length vectors of length n, 
the encoder  must rend in IZ soiirce symbols before it can 
begin describing even tlie first symbol in that vector. 
While this dela!, ma!‘ be inconsecluential for a soiirce code 
used in a stor,ige s!,steiii, the same delay may be prohibi- 
tive for qq’lic,itions such :is real-time vicico confcrcncing. 
The Power of Imperfection: 
Optimality-Performance Trade-offs 
in Source Code Design 
Giving up optzmnf encoder\ and decoders for one\ that are 
merel!:good (and clever! ) yield\ much ofthe high-dimen\ion 
advantage without the computation, iiiemor!., and del‘i!. 
costs associated with high-dimension~il codes. 
Given the trade-off between rate-distortion perfor- 
mance and the associated cost in complexity, dela!,, a i d  
m e m o r y ,  the problem of source code design at first a p  
pears to be iiierel!! a matter of choosing the optimal 
coding dimension. After ;ill, rate-clistortion theor!, pro- 
i n i  des me t l ic d s f( )r se ii rcli i ng f( 11- t lie ( )p t i m al s( ) i i  1-cc 
code for any dimension, and thus it scciiis that tlic onl!. 
rem aiii i iig q ii es t i ( ) i i  is li(  )\v tc) ti ncl the iii ;is i ma I d i i i i  cii - 
sion for a desired coniplcxity ( o r  the minim;il complcx- 
it\, for n target performance). 
tnntalizing obsci-- 
\ a ion :   optimal lit!^" is not al\va\rs the best choice. I n  
( Aier w( )rds, k v h  i I C  the ( ’17 ti mal I (  m-d i mc 11s i c  )11d c( )de is 
guaranteed by definition to ,icliie\.e hetter rate-distortion 
perforiiimce than  any  other code at that dimension, it is 
not guaranteed to achieve better performance than e\.en a 
mediocre code at :i higher dimension. The \wt majorit!, 
of source coding algorithms can be ciescribed as attempts 
at finding suboptimal ( in  a rate-ciistortion sense) 
high-diiiiensional codes that give the best possihle perfor- 
mance for a given allo\ved level of complexit!,. 
The above discussion of the kpo\i’er of suboptimd 
codes leads to one ineiitable conclusion. Kate-distortion 
theory is not the theory of optimal pmcticnl code design. 
Nonetheless, a closer look re\,cals 
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In other words, the definition of optimalit!, provided by 
rate-distortion theor!, is not the detinition of optimality 
needed for prxtical coding, which requires firther con- 
straints. The true goal of tein design is to minimize dis- 
tortion subject to constraints o i i  m t c  nrzd comaplcxit?, nnd 
ninmio~? mid dclny (or to minimize rate subject to co11- 
straints on distortion, complexity, memory, md dela!,, or 
to minimize complexity subject to constraints on rate, 
distortion, memory, aiid delay, o r  .. .). Unfortun‘itely, this 
minimization is 111 Licli more cli fticu I t to solve esplici t 1 y, 
nnd thus the practicd source-coding literature is fiill of al- 
gorithmic attempts, none ofwhich is known to be the one 
true ans\ver to the rate-clistortion-complesit~-memory- 
dela!. qwstion. 
While the number and variety of source-coding nlter- 
nati\w is almost limitless, a few basic tools represent 
common threads t h r o u g h  many of these algorithms. 
Three of the most basic underlying strategies are consid- 
ered nest. Two algorithms employing these strategies are 
described i n  I3oses 2 and 3 .  
I t  is important to reinemher that the (rate-distortion) 
pertimiiaiice of ‘1 source code at any dimension 12 cannot 
be better than the performance of the optimal n-dimen- 
sioiial so~ircc odes described earlier. Thus, all cocles de- 
signed to achieve the high-dimension act\witage niList 
tliciiischw be high-ciimeiisioiial codes. The goal here is to 
design high-dimensional codes that are easier to iniple- 
ment ,incl store than their optimal counterparts but 
‘icIiic\v performance that is almost as good (or  at least 
bctter than the performance of optimal low-dimensional 
codes ofthe same complexity). In  fact, the design ofniany 
of tliesc suboptimal systems includes a rate-distortion op- 
timization subject to the constraints  imposed by the 
suboptimal coding structure (see, for example, I 8 I and 
(91). 1)escriptions of three basic techniques fix tackling 
this problem follow. 
A 8. Tree-structured vector quantizer encoder and decoder. The 
above figure shows the encoding regions and corresponding 
decoder codewords associated with a depth-6 tree-structured 
vector quantizer, The given code has the same (fixed) rate and 
was designed on the same training set as the corresponding 
encoder and decoder of Fig. 5. The encoder and decoder 
shown above are designed to give the best possible expected 
distortion using a sequence of six binary comparisons (rather 
than the 64 separate comparisons of the full-search example) 
for each incoming data vector. While the resulting code gives a 
23% increase in distortion relative to the full search code (on 
the same training set), the distortion increase is accompanied 
by a 90% savings in computational complexity. 
Box 3 - Implementation Examples: 
JPEG and Other Transform Codes [l]  
ransform coding is mother  example of a suboptimal T high-dimensional coding strategy that d i ievcs  perfor- 
malice f ~ r  exceeding that of low-dimensional opt imd codes of 
similar complexity. The encoder for a transform code is shown 
below. In transform coding, ;I liigli-dimensional vector X I ’  is 
sent through ;I transform prior to coding. (In the JI’EG image 
coding standard, the vector dimension M = 64 and the trans- 
form, indicated below by the symbol T ,  is a discrete cosine 
transform ( IXT) . )  The function of the transform is to  
dccorrelate the data prior to scalar encoding. The resulting 
transform coetlicients arc then quantized using an appropri‘itc 
bit allocation and a collcction of uniform scalar quantizers 
(here denoted SQ). The bit allocation for the JPEG algorithm 
is specified in the form o f a  “quantization niatrix,” which is de- 
scribed in the file Iicader and thus may be changed from image 
to  image. Many implementations of JPEG, however, fix the 
quantization matrix to  be coiistaiit over all iimgcs, and simply 
scale that matrix LIP and d o ~ v n  to achieve a variety ofrates. The 
transform decoder reverses the operations of the encoder, first 
reversing the lossless code, then reconstructing the transform 
coetticicnts using the appropriate set of scalar quantizers, and  
finally performing an inverse transform on the data set. 
The overall effect of the system is illustrated in Fig. 9, 
where decorrelating the data prior tu coding yields a s!rstem 
that approximates the optimal quantizer while maintaining 
very low complexity. 
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A Fast Search 
The coniplcsity requirements ofthe liigli-dime~isioiial 
source codes described earlier in this work and in Box 1 
are primarily borne by the quantizer encoder a, which 
finds the closest codeword to any incoming data vector by 
computing the distance to all candidates and then choos- 
ing the otic‘ with the best pcrforinancc. The search for the 
“closest” codeword can be simplified (at the cost of 
optimality) using a variety of fast search techniques. In 
tree-structured codes (sec, for example, [a]) ,  a sequence 
of binary searches takes the place of the search over all 
possible codewords. The result is a suboptirnal partition- 
ing ofthe space of possible data vectors (see Fig. 8 for an 
esample) in exchange for a search complexity that grows 
linearlj~ rather than exponentially in the coding dimen- 
sion. Another fast-search technique, used in the hierarchi- 
cal table-lookup vector quantizer of [ 101, replaces all 
c o d c h - d  comparisons with a sequence oftable look-ups 
for extremely hs t  searches. This technique is described in 
greater detail in K o x  2. 
A Transformation 
As discussed in 1,csson 1, one key fiictor contributing to 
the h i g h - d i i n  c 11 si o n ad va 11 t age is t 11 e ab i 1 it y of  
high-dimensional codes to recognize and thus capitalize on 
sample correlations. The quantizer illustrated in Fig. 5 was 
designed on the data whose histogram appears in Fig. 6.  
Clearly, sending each sample through a separate scalar 
qumtizer, which must necessarily lead to a square grid of 
reproduct ion values and  encoding  cells i n  
two-dimensional space, would result in performance infe- 
rior to the performance ofthe code in Fig. 5, which places 
most of its codewords on and around the x ,  = x2 line. 
Imagine instead rotating the given data set 45” prior 
to coding, as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, while a square 
grid could not perfectly replicate the performance ofthe 
two-dimcnsiona1 code, the best possible square grid of 
reproduction values and encoding cells would achieve 
far superior performance to that achieved prior to rota- 
tion. This is precisely the justification for transform 
codes (see Box 3 ) ,  which use reversible dccorrelating 
data transformations followed by lo~v-dimensional 
source coding of the decorrelated samples. The tool of 
~ 
Many source coding algorithms 
achieve poor performance on 
inhomogeneous data sets. 
the ticw \~ertical axis) representing the difference hetwwn 
the two pixels (a “high-frequcnc!,” cocfticient). Since ‘1 
wide variety o f  images contain priimril!~ loiv-frequency 
information, it is reasonable to expect differing amounts 
of energy in the two coefficients in this frequency-like 
representation. Clearly this expectation is inet by the cx- 
ample in Fig. 9. Thus, ~ h i k  a sqitarc grid in the new coor- 
dinates is expected to yield superior pcrti)rmancc to a 
square grid in the old coordinates (sce Fig. lo),  the opti- 
mal pair of scalar quantizers should dedicate more rcpro- 
duction values and higher rate to the first dimension than 
to the second. The process of allocating differing number 
of bits to diffkrcnt coefficients is known as bit alloccition 
and is a tool coininon to inost tl-ansform-bascci)rni-lxwxi coding 
schcmes, as described briefly in 130s 3 .  
250 
I 250 
A 9. Rotated histogram of samples from Fig. 6. 
- 
bit allocation enhances the benefit reaped 
throueh the transformation s tw .  
C I  
A Bit allocation 
While there is no reason to expect energy 
variation as ;I f~inction of pixcl location in an 
image source (e.g., there is no reiison to believe 
that E [  ( X ,  ) ’  ] should exceed E [ ( X ,  ) ?  ] o r  \rice 
versa in the two-diiiicnsional data sourcc of 
Figure 6), the same caiiiot be said about trans- 
form coefficients. For example, rotating the 
two-dirnensioiial sp;icc X’ of Fig. 6 by 45” 
clockwise as shown in Fig. 9 yields one cocffi- 
cicnt (on the IICW horizontal asis) representing 
the average value of the pixels (a “low frc- 
quency” coefficient) m d  one coefficient (on 
I 50 100 150 200 250 
A 10. Scalar encoders in the pixel 
250 
250 
and transform domains. 
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Take It To The Next Level: 
Source-Independent 
Source Coding Systems 
Many source coding algorithms achieve poor perfor- 
mance on inhomogeneous data sets. This problem can be 
add re sscd through high - le ve 1 a p  p I i ca t i o t i  o f  the  
rate-distortion theory lessons discussed earlier. 
The basic techniques of data compression show surpris- 
ingly little variation from data type to data type and appli- 
cation to applicaticii. I n  fact, the vast majority of modern 
compression algorithms can be described as combina- 
tions and variations on the themes described in the pre- 
ceding sections. These basic tools, then, are extremely 
broad in their applicability. Nonetheless, special care 
must be taken in the use of these tcchniques when design- 
ing systems for which the data characteristics are not ho- 
mogeneous. (A short discussion on homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous data characteristics appears in Kox 4.) 
All of the codes described in the previous sections are 
source dependent. For example, the optimal quantizer p 
and lossless code y of Lesson 2 depend explicitly on thc 
source distribution. (In contrast, the optimal quantizer 
encoder a depends on the source statistics only through 
its dependence on  the quantizer decoder and the lossless 
code.) Designing a source code to match the statistics ofa  
Box 4 - Source Statistics: Issues and Ideas 
ata compression system design is effectively a statistical D modeling problem. The goal is to come up with a good 
collection of models to cover the space of possible observa- 
tions. A good model of the source data accurately describes its 
statistical properties-specifying which possible “events” are 
more probable and which are less probable. While picturing 
this distribution might be difficult, an intuitive understanding 
of its existence is not. For example, there are many characteris- 
tics shared by x-rays. While you might have trouble describing 
those characteristics in the form of a distribution, you likely 
would not have trouble distinguishing x-rays from photo- 
graphs o r  text. 
The most common assumption in source modeling is the 
assumption of “stationarity.” Roughly speaking, a source is 
stationary if before seeinj anypart of that data set the probabilis- 
tic description of likely and unlikely events is space invariant. 
Given a data set in which the left edge of each image is typically 
brighter than the right edge, then the class ofimages is not sta- 
tionary. If no such space-dependent statement can be made a 
priori, then stationarity is a reasonable modeling assumption. 
The “memory” of a distribution refers to the dependencies 
between individual pixels-that is, how your prediction for 
the future depends on your knowledge of what happened in 
the past. Source memory can account for the substantial differ- 
ences in the characteristics of different subsets of an image. 
Due to the “spatially varying” look of such images, the concept 
of source memory is often mistakenly treated as a symptom of 
source nonstationarity. While both properties may be ex- 
ploited in source coding, the two concepts should not be con- 
fused. Nonstationarity refers to an a priori' spatial dependeiice 
of your expectations about an image. Source memory ac- 
counts for variation in your expectations regarding a portion 
of the image that you haven’t seen as a function ofthe portion 
that you have seen. 
For many applications, the source statistics seem to arise 
from a variety ofdistinct modes. For example, an image might 
be either an x-ray or a photograph or a schematic. In this case, 
finding a single distribution that models all possible outcomes 
is difficult. Instead, it is easier to think of data sets ofthis type 
as arising from a family ofdistrihutioiis rather than any single 
distribution. The family itself is governed by a top level distri- 
bution, which describes the probability of each its members. 
For cxample, it might be difficult, in designing a compression 
y t e m  for a home entertainment system, to come up with a 
single distribution that models faces, landscapes, text, 
computer graphics, animation, and so on. On the other hand, 
coming up with a model just for text is less complex. In this 
case, the larger modeling problem may be broken into a collec- 
tion of smaller problems that replaces the single difficult de- 
sign problem with a collection of simpler design problems. 
Given this idea of a collection of distributions, one could 
imagine two types of sources. In one type, all samples are 
drawn from a single distribution. That is, every image has the 
same characteristics as every other image, and thus a single 
model suffices to describe any image in the system. Roughly 
speaking, this is the definition of an egodic source. A data set 
drawn from an ergodic distribution may be considered a homo- 
p z e o u s  data set. The second type of distribution combines a 
collection of possible distributions and some sort of switching 
process. For example, imagine the following scenario. At the 
beginning of time, the goddess of chance picks some distribu- 
tion at random from a family of possible distributions; for the 
rest of time, samples are drawn according to the chosen distri- 
bution. That is, if the goddess of chance chooses the distribu- 
tion matched to x-rays, all of the samples look like x-ray 
samples; if she chooses the distribution matched to text, all of 
the samples look like text; and so 011. This scenario, requiring a 
collection of distributions and a distribution over that collec- 
tion, roughly describes the class of nonegodzc sources (under 
conditions where the ergodic decomposition holds [ 191). A 
data set coming from such a distribution may be thought of as 
an inhomofieneous data set. 
The assumption of source ergodicity is appropriate when 
the data appears to be drawn from a single source; that is, 
when the data can be well-modeled by a single distribution. 
The assumption of source nonergodicity is appropriate in the 
case where the data statistics vary over a wider range ofpossi- 
bilities. 
The beauty of the two-stage coding process described in 
the section titled “Take it to the Next Level” is that it achieves 
system models analogous to the multidistribution source 
models for stationary nonergodic sources without requiring a 
priori knowledge ofthe nuniber or types ofclasses to be con- 
sidered. That is, in our earlier example of compression for a 
home entertainment system, the system design procedure au- 
tomatically divides the set ofpossible image types into the op- 
timal categories (e.g., faces, landscapes, etc.), which need not 
even be understood by the system designer. 
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A 1 1. Sample cx and p functions. The encoder M carves the space 
of possible data vectors into subsets, each of which is given a 
unique index. The decoder p chooses a representative value 
for each of the regions chosen bya. The given code was de- 
signed for an image including both photos and text, The 
two-dimensional statistics of the training image are illustrated 
by the histogram shown in Fig. 12. The above code suggests a 
much lower degree of correlation between samples x ,  and x, 
than suggested by the code in Fig. 5. This observation is con- 
sistent with the histogram differences between Figs, 12 and 6. 
particular source yields good performance on that 
source, but may result in 
poor performance when the 
same code is used for any 
other type of data. For exam- 
ple, the image statistics of 
Fig. 6 are well matched to 
the quantizer described in 
Fig. 5, and this code achieves 
good compression perfor- 
mance in coding that source. 
(In fact, the statistics shown 
in Fig. 6 are precisely the sta- 
tistics for which the code in 
Fig. 5 was designed.) The 
same data, however, are not 
well-compressed (a 400% 
increase in distortion at the 
g iven  r a t e )  u s ing  t h e  
quantizer shown in Fig. 11, 
which was designed for an 
image scanned from a maga- 
zine page containing both 
photographic images and 
text. The two-dimensional 
Wlvle the above example illustrates the source depend- 
ency problem in the optimal codmg paradigm presented 
earlier, the source dependency problem pervades 
nonoptimal source codes as well. For example, the best 
transforms for use in transform codmg are data specific. 
The same rotation that aligns one set of data statistics 
with the axes for better scalar quantization performance 
makes another set of data statistics less suitable for scalar 
quantization and bit allocation. Even the use of standard 
transforms Me the DCT (used, for example, in the JPEG 
image codmg standard discussed briefly in Box 3) belies 
implicit assumptions about the expected source statistics. 
The DCT is a good decorrelating transform for smooth, 
slowly varying source statistics but achieves poor perfor- 
mance on sources characterized by sharp edges or abrupt 
changes. Thus, inherent in all of the codes discussed are 
explicit or implicit assumptions about the types of data to 
be compressed. 
Any of the above-described codes can be optimized to 
match the statistics of a given data source. An optimal 
source code (vector quantmx) can be trained to obtain 
the optimal quantizer encoder and decoder and the opti- 
mal lossless code for the given set of data statistics; a 
transform can be designed to achieve the best possible 
data decorrelation; the optimal bit allocation depends on 
the transform coefficient statistics; the tables of a hierar- 
chical code can be optimized for a given training set of 
data; and so on. Thus, one way to treat the problem of 
source variability is to combine all of the data into a single 
training set and design the best possible code for that 
training set. Using this approach, source-dependent com- 
140 6 ~ 
statistics ofthe second image A 12. Histogram of two-dimensional pixel vector values for an image including both 
appear in Fig. 12. photos and text. 
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ponents of a compression system are designed to do well 
on uvewJe across the training set but may not achieve, on 
any particular member of that set, performance as good as 
the performance achievable with a code designed specifi- 
cally for that data. For example, the DCT transform used 
in JPEG yields a transform code that does well on average 
across a wide variety of images, but does not do as well on 
computer graphics as a transform code using a transform 
designed specifically for computer graphics. 
Another approach for dealing with the problem of 
source variability in data compression systems is the 
adaptive approach. An adaptive technique involves a 
changing codebook that is continually redesigned in an 
attempt to match changing source statistics (see, for ex- 
ample, [7]). The advantage of adaptive algorithms is 
that (when they work very well), they track changing 
source statistics-providing continuous, matched cov- 
erage for every source encountered. Typically, adaptive 
codes work best on statistics that vary slowly over time 
or space and for which source changes can either be 
tracked independently by or communicated efficiently 
to the system decoder. The potential pitfalls of such ap- 
proaches lie in the complexity, rate, and distortion 
trade-offs. Designing algorithms that adapt quickly 
enough to track changing source statistics while main- 
taining reasonable complexity, low code description 
rates, and general system stability is clearly a nontrivial 
problem. Further, many adaptive techniques fail to take 
advantage of the modal nature of data types such as im- 
ages, where a particular image might share less in com- 
mon with nearby images in the data stream and more in 
common with images elsewhere in the data set. 
A third approach to the problem of source variability is 
to apply the lessons of rate-distortion theory at a higher 
level in the system in an attempt to design a single code 
that does as well on all possible source statistics as if it 
were specifically designed for the source in operation at 
any given time. As described in previous sections, 
rate-distortion theory treats the problem of designing 
small collections of very simple models (codewords) to 
cover the space of possible data samples. The same basic 
techniques may be applied to the higher-level problem of 
designing small collections of more sophisticated models 
(e.g., compression systems) to cover the space of possible 
compression systems. The focus of the remainder of this 
section is on this approach. 
Intuitively, the design and use of any single code to do 
well on average across a collection of possible data types is 
equivalent to a coarse, high-level quantization. To under- 
stand this idea, imagine an abstract space of possible 
codes such that for each data type in the collection, there 
exists a single code designed specifically for that data type. 
Choosing one representative code to be used on all in- 
coming data is equivalent to performing a rate-zero 
quantization on the space of possible codes. The single 
code chosen acts as an approximation to the optimal code 
for the data type in operation. Since only one code has 
~~~ ~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
For many applications, 
m u I t i p I e-m od el systems yield 
significant performance 
improvements over their 
single-model counterparts. 
been chosen, no rate need be spent in describing the cho- 
sen code to the decoder. 
The trade-off between the rate spent on describing 
codewords and the distortion achieved by those 
codewords has a parallel in the trade-off between the rate 
spent in describing a code and the performance of the 
chosen code. A single code used to compress every source 
in the space of possible sources requires no rate for code 
description but achieves in return poor average perfor- 
mance in coding source samples from the given family of 
dstributions. Replacing the single code with a large col- 
lection of codes (a “codebook of codebooks”) increases 
(from zero) the amount of rate required to describe the 
code, but simultaneously improves the rate-distortion 
performance of the code used to describe the data. Sys- 
tems of this type are called two-stafle coding algorithms, 
since data descriptions are sent in two stages: the 
first-stage description specifies a code in the given collec- 
tion of codes; the second-stage description contains the 
data encoded using the code described in the first stage. 
The quantization interpretation leads to a variety of 
interesting rate-distortion theoretic results [ 111 in addi- 
tion to an optimal design strategy [ll, 121. A brief look 
at the theory underlying the two-stage approach to 
source coding appears in the next section. The following 
section contains a description of the optimal design al- 
gorithm for a wide variety of two-stage source codes. A 
discussion of possible applications of this algorithm to 
other modeling problems follows. Before taclding these 
descriptions, it is worthwhile to pause to establish a bit 
of historical perspective. 
The benefits of combining collections of codes into a 
single coding strategy appear both in rate-distortion the- 
ory and in practical code design. For example, basic proofs 
of the rate-distortion theorem for stationary ergodic 
sources with memory (see Box 4 for an intuitive look at the 
concept of ergodicity) use collections of codes to achieve 
good performance on the ergodic modes of an n-dimen- 
sional vector source created by combining nonoverlapping 
n-dimensional sequences of samples into vectors (see 
[13]). (For sources with memory, the ergodicity of the 
original source does not guarantee the ergodicity of an 
n-dimensional vector source for arbitrary values of n.) The 
derivation of the rate-distortion function for stationary 
nonergodic sources on Polish alphabets [ 141 arises from a 
s d a r  ergodic decomposition argument. 
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Box 5 - Two-Stage Optimal Source Coding: 
The WUVQ Algorithm (1 1, 121 
rei rhted universal vector quantization (WUVQ) algo- T‘”‘ rithm is a two-stage code consisting o f a  collection ofvec- 
tor quantizers. The design of such a code is accomplished 
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the 1,ooking Glass,” where the codebook optimization step is 
itself accomplished with the generalized Lloyd algorithm c)n 
each of the codebooks in the collection. The result is :I nested 
generalized Lloyd algorithm. 
The graph appearing to the left shows the results o f a  vari- 
able-rate W U V Q  on a sequence of medical images. The sys- 
tem, trained on a collection of 20 256 x 256 magnetic 
resonance (MK) images and tested o n  a disjoint set of five MK 
images of the same size, uses vector dimension n = 4  and 
makes new code decisions ever). k = 4 four-dimensional \ ~ c -  
tors.  The  following graph  contains the  rate vs. sig- 
nal-to-quantizatioii noise ratio (SQNK)  results. Kate is 
reported in terms of entropy and SQNR is calculated as 
-10 log(Il/ U,,), where 11 is the expected distortion at the 
given rate and is the expected distortion at rate 0. 
Codcbook sizes for first- and second-stngc codebooks in  the 
case of variable-rate coding were initialized to 256 and 4 re- 
spectively. Thus we have a large collection ofvery simple mod- 
els rather than the single, more complex model of  the 
var iab le- ra te  V Q  ( E C V Q ) ,  which  uses u p  to  2 5 6  
four-dimensional codewords. More than 7 d R  performance 
improvement results from this choice. 
- -  I he use of the generdized Lloyd algorithm with an- 
other optimization strategy inside the quantizer decoder 
optimization step appeiirs in ;I \wiety of practical sys- 
tem-design algorithms. A few of these ‘ilgorithins are cle- 
scribed in detail in upcoming sections and in Boxes 5, 6, 
,ind 7. Other examples include iise of the genernlized 
I , lo \d  :ilgorithm and the Lcviiisoii algorithm for design- 
ing linear predictors for spcech [ 151, the generalized 
I h ! d  algorithm niid the 12aium-Welch algorithm for de- 
signing hiclden Markov models for speech recognition 
[ 16 j, the generalized Lloyd algorithm and the Huffman 
algorithm for designing entropy codes for subband cod- 
ing I 171, the generalized 1,loyd cilgorithiii and condi- 
ti o i i  J I ex pec t ii t i () i i  for J e s i g n i n g pro 17 ab i I it y m a s s  
fiinctions for classification tree design [ 121, and the gen- 
criilizcct Lloyd algorithm aid the generalized Lloyd dgo- 
rithm for designing individunl vector qiimtizers for ‘I 
rcsiclu‘il vector qiiaitizer [ 18 j . Unfortiuiately, many of 
these ,ilgorithms fiil to incorporate the first-stage coding 
r.ites (or  their ecliii\,,ilcnts) in their design strategies. A 
brief discussion of the import,uice of including the  
first-st‘ige coding performance iiieasiires in the o~~cral l  
optimization procecliire ,iccoiiipanics the discussion of 
tw)  -s t age 11 Igc ) r i t h i i i  s. 
Codebooks of Codebooks: 
Two-Stage Universal Source Coding 
13 y “c( )\re ri ng” t h e s pice ()f p )s s i b le s ( ) 11 rce c( )des, ( )p t i ma I 
t\vo-stage codes yield performance that asymptotically 
approaches the best possible performance for every 
source in s o m e  hroad class of possible sources. 
Conccptudly, the one-stage compression systems m d  
the two-stage coiiipression systems described edici-  nre 
very similar. I n  each case, the system contains ‘i list ofpos- 
sible models ;uid their associated bina-y Jcscriptions. The 
main difference between tlic systems is the type of model 
included in the list. I n  the one-stage quantizer, each 
model is a single codeword of some fixed dimension 11, ,is 
shown in Fig. 1. Here choosing a model is cqui\,‘ilent to 
choosing a reproduction vector o r  codcuwd. I n  the 
two-stage quantizer, each model is itself distinct I d -  
mensional compression system o r  codebook, ‘is sho\vn in 
Fig. 13. Here choosing a model is ccliiiv,ilent to choosing 
an algorithm ti)r encoding the given data; e.g., choosing a 
particular \ w t o r  quantizer from ‘1 collection of a\xilable 
vector quaiitizers. ‘The one-stage code’s encoder individu- 
ally maps each 72-dimensional source \rector to a reproduc- 
tion vector. The two-st‘ige code’s encoder maps each 
supervector of k n-dimensional vectors to a single 12-di- 
inensional source code. (Thc incoming secliieiice o f  s m i -  
plcs is here called supervector to indicm t h  the 
dimension kiz ofthe iiicoiiiiiig data \‘ectoi- iii‘i\‘ differ from 
the dimension IZ of the codes continecl in the t\\ro-st,igc 
code’s collection.) All k Fz-\‘ectors arc then reproduced LIS- 
ing the chosen soiirce code (but not neccssxil!, the smie 
reproduction). In  going from ‘i single qiiantizcr to A col- 
lection of qiimtizcrs, one mus t  either increase the o\w-all 
complexity of the system o r  decrease the complcxitv of 
each cliimtizcr in the collection. 
Rate-distortion theory, in particular the theory of mi- 
versa1 source codes, treats the case \vliere the t\vo-stagc 
code is a collection of optimal vector quantizers like thc 
ones described earlier. In  this case, two-stage coding 
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!rielcts a lgori thnis  t ha t  a rc ,  in s o m e  sense ,  
source-independent. That is, the rcsulting “universal” 
codes achic\,c perforrmnce that asymptotically ap- 
prodies  the optimal I-”+iniiancc for every so~ircc in a 
g i \w class of possible sources. Roughly speal<ing, the 
argument proceeds as follows. Consider a two-stage 
code with first-stage coding dimension lz and sec- 
ond-stage cocting climcnsion n. The two-stage code coti- 
til i n s  n co  I Icc t i on ()f PZ - d i 111 e tis ion a I opt  i in a I \’ec to  r 
q~imtizers. The incoming data sequence is divided into 
bii-dimensional supen~ectors, each of which comprises h 
iz - d i ni e tis ion a 1 vec t ( ) r s. I ti des c r i b i ng ;I p art i c LI I a r 
super\wtor, the encoder first describes the single n-di- 
mensional vector quantizer in the code’s collection that 
gi\w the best performance on average across those Iz vec- 
tors. The encoder then describes each n-vector using the 
chosen code. As the dimensions k and n grow without 
bound, the cost (in rate) of describing a particulnr 
clumtizer in the collection of quantizers is amortized 
o\w more a i d  more symbols. As ‘1 result, the optimal 
number of qumtizci-s to LISC in the collection likewise 
grows without bound, thereby filling niorc and more 
denscl!, the space of possible cpantizers and achieving 
Since all binary descriptions 
are assumed to be uniquely 
decodable, the concatenated 
sequence of binary descriptions 
is likewise uniquely decodable. 
performance closer and closer to the optimal perfor- 
m m c c  on cnch source in the given class. 
Unfortunately, as the above argument indicates, Lin- 
versa1 ixrformancc is achieved only in the limit AS the \w- 
to r  dimension grows without bound. Thus, Lini\wsal 
cod ing  theory suffers f rom the s‘iiiie curse of  
dimensionality suffered by the earlier described optimal 
vector quantizers. Getting the best possible pcrforni”x 
requires use of the optimal universal code at the highest 
possible dimension. Nonetheless, as the at-gument of the 
“Power of Imperfection” section suggests, the “okptimal” 
code in a rate-distortion sense is not necessarily optimal i n  
Box 6 - Getting the Most Bang for 
Your JPEC 8uck 
s mentioned in Box 3, the header ofa JI’EG compressed A data file contains a description of the quantization ma- 
trix (bit allocation) used in compressing the given file. As a 
result, this quantization matrix may be changed from image 
to image, yielding good performance on a wide variety of 
different image types. 
Unfortunately, many commercial implementations of 
Jl’EG fail to take fiill advantage of the flexibility afforded by 
this feature, using only a single quantization matrix (scaled up 
and down to achieve a variety ofrates). The price to be paid for 
this omission is illustrated in the following graph from [ 20, 
221, which coinpares a scheme using a single bit allocation (la- 
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gorithm (WUBA), a two-stage coding scheme with an opti- 
mal collection of bit allocations. Both the single bit- allocation 
scheme and WUBA use input vector dimension n = 64 as does 
JPEG. The single bit allocation algorithm uses the same 
quantization matrix for all image blocks. The WUBA uses, on 
each 64-dimensional vector, the bit allocation (from the code’s 
collection) that best matches the given data vector (a  = 1). 
(Notice that the WUBA takes the notion of quantization ma- 
trix variation beyond that allowed in tlic baseline Jl’EG algo- 
rithm since the WURA allows a change of bit-allocation 
scheme at each vector rather than requiring the same bit alloca- 
tion throughout a single image.) The following graph coin- 
pares systems optimized with respect to the same training set 
using the squared-error distortion IiieasLirc. This distortion 
mexiire may be easily replaced with perccptual distortion 
measures such as the one described in [ 201. 
The graph to the left illustrates the 2-3 dK gains achic\,able 
on the data set described in Box 5 using :I collection ofbit allo- 
cations rather than just a single bit allocation. Tlicsc g ins  are 
somewhat surprising given the homogeneity ofthc data set (.I 
secpence of MK brain scam). Given tlic nbove improvcmciits 
and the hct that Jl’EG does allow sonic quantization tiiatris 
variation [ 1 1 ,  the fixed qriantization matrix strategy of many 
JPEG implcment~itions eems poorly inotivnxi. ‘I‘his system 
design choice results not from any argument regding the 
rate-distortion benefit of a single quantization m,itris clioicc 
but instead from a perspective of coniputational expense. In  
pirticular, designing the optimal quantization matrix for each 
incoming image is comi)”tatioiially cxpeiisivc. Two-stage 
codes represent an altcrnativc to this approach that achieves 
most of the performance benefits ‘it f i  fraction of the 
(run-time) computational expense. 
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Box 7 - Beyond JPEC: 
Optimal Two-Stage Transform Codes [20,26] 
ile the WUBA algorithm described in Box 6 achieves w impressive gains over the (optimal) single bit-allocation 
version of JPEG, it also leaves room for performance improve- 
ment. In particular, the DCT, inherited from JPEG, is not an 
optimal decorrelating transform for all data types. In fact, the 
optimal transform is itselfdata-dependent. The graph shown to 
the right givcs the performance of a weighted universal trans- 
form code (WUTC) as compared to a variety ofthe other codes 
discussed in previous boxes. The weighted universal transform 
code is a two-stage source code containing a collcction of trans- 
form codes. Each transform code uses an optiinal decorrelating 
transform (the Karhunen-Loeve transform) in addition to an 
optimal bit allocation scheme. In each code, both the transform 
and the bit allocation are matched to the statistics ofthe data to 
which the particular code is applied. The performance ofan op- 
timal single transform code (labeled “single TC”) is also in- 
cluded. The following experiments used a combined text and 
image data set for both training and testing. The training and 
test sets do not overlap. 
The three images included below show the results of the 
above approach. The image on the far left is the original. The 
image in the center results from optimal transform coding us- 
ing a single transform and bit allocation a t  rate 0.20 bits per 
pixel. The image on the right results from weighted universal 
transform coding using up to 64 transform codes a t  rate 0.23 
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a rate-distortion-complexity sense. Thus, suboptinial 
variations on the two-stage approach to uni\~ersal coding 
theory map achieve performance at a given level of coni- 
plesity that far exceeds that ofthe rate-distortion optimal 
code of the same complexity. Design of optimal and 
suboptimal codes based on the two-stage approach to 
source coding is considered in the nest section. 
Through the Looking Glass: 
Generalizing the Generalized 
Lloyd Algorithm 
Two-stage code design is accomplished using the iterative 
design algorithm described earlier, which is modified 
only in its definitions of “codewords” and its measure- 
ments of rate and distortion. 
Almost any algorithm can be built into ‘1 two-stage 
code. In  particular, any of the codes cliscussed up to this 
point can be considered as potcntinl candidates. For ex- 
ample, one could devise a two-stage code using a collcc- 
tion of vector quantizers (see Box S ) ,  ‘1 two-stage code 
using a collection of JPEG quantization matrices (sec Box 
6 ) ,  a two-st‘ige code using a collection of optinid trans- 
form codes (see Box 71, or  c\’eti a Ii!4x-id two-stage code 
coiitiining some combin,ition ofcodcs ot’different v‘iriet- 
ics. I n  c d 1  cxe ,  the general design sti-xegy is the same. A 
description of this strategy follows. 
The earlier description of a basic compression s!,stctn 
as an indexed list of possible reproduction vectors m d  
their corresponding binary descriptions (shown in Fig. 1 ) 
parallels the similar illustration ofa  two-stage code in Fig. 
13. The first column contains thc row index i, the second 
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column contains the code p(i), arid the third column con- 
tains the tiniquely decodable binary description y(i). An 
encoding function a plays the role of interface between a 
given data set and the above described list. For any 
xCi’ = (x,” ,xi’ ,. . . , x,” E X ” ” ,  a(x”” )equals the row index 
of the u-cliinensional code chosen for describing the 12 
u-\wtors x,” ,x;’ , . . . , xl . The choice of a code index i is 
typically inade independently for each kn-\mtor [20]. 
(For n cliscussion on the use of higher-order statistics in 
tivo-stage coding, sec [21] .) The description of a single 
ku-\wtor xPi’ using ;I two-stage code is the coiicatenatioii 
ofthe binary description y(a(x”’ )) of the chosen code in- 
dex follo\ved by the binary descriptions ofx,” , . . . , xi LIS- 
ing the described code p(a(x”’ )). This process is reversed 
Lit the decoder. That is, the 
g i \w binar\r sequence is de- 
coded by first decoding the 
index ofthe chosen code, and 
then iisiiig that code’s de- 
coder to interpret the binary 
descriptions of the vectors 
x,” , . . . , x,:. Since all binary 
cicscriptions are assumed to  
be uniquely decodable, the 
concatenated sequence of bi- 
mr!, descriptions is likewise 
iuiiquel!. decoclable. 
G i \ w  ‘in algorithm for cie- 
signing ii single good code of  
J p‘irticular type (e.g., an op- 
tiinal \.ector quantizer o r  a 
good J PEG q t iui  tiza ti on i i i a -  
tris to match the statistics ofa 
given trdining set), the qties- 
ti o n s 11 i i  d e 1- c o  i i  s i d era t i on 
here are how to design the 
best collcctioiz @(i)} of codes 
of that t!ye, how to design 
the best binar!. descriptions 
ho\v to design the encocier a 
codes in the collection. 
Gi\rcn a collection o f  
codes, the optimnl encoclcr a 
lids the prol-’ert!‘ tll‘lt for cach 
, a(xv”” ) is the incies I:,, E h i  
of the code that achieves the 
b e s t Lag r a 11 g i a n  p e r fo  r- 
mance in cociiiig x””. ?rile 
Lag r a  ngi a i i  pe r fo  r in a lice 
me‘isure c q d s  the kveiglitcd 
sum of the rate and distor- 
tion associated with a gi\m 
{y(i)} for those codes, and 
to best choose among the 
rate necessary for describing the chosen code (using ‘I 
lossless code matched to the code probhilities) and the 
rate necessary to  code the data using that code. The dis- 
tortion associated with a given code is the total distor- 
tion achieved in coding the lz n-dimensional vectors 
x,” , . . . , x,” using that code. The optinid encoder for a 
two-stage code is implemented using a f~ill search analo- 
gous to the full search ofthe optimal encoclcr o f a  vector 
quantizer (see Box 1). Suboptiinal first-stage coders are 
also possible. For example, the code choice coiild be ac- 
complished using a tree search, t h l e  look-up, o r  any 
other variety of fast search technique. 
The optimal first-stage lossless code is a uniquely 
decodable lossless code that represents each index i by a bi- 
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code choice. The rate associ- 
ated b i . i t l i  ;i pnrticulnr code 
choice cquds the suin of the 
A 13. A two-stage source-coding codebook. The first column contains the code index i. The second 
column contains the n-dimensional source code p ( i )  The third column contains the binary de- 
scription ~ ( i )  
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~~ 
neralized Lloyd algorithm 
a number of very interest- 
ing and important problems. 
nary description of length approximately equal to the neg- 
ative logarithm of the probabihty of that index. For 
example, if the code with index i = 1 is used to code pro- 
portion p(1) of the hn-lmensional supervectors, then the 
optimal description length for t h ~ s  code is (- log ~(1)) bits. 
Thus, no matter how complex the codes in a given collec- 
tion, the rate needed to describe any member of that collec- 
tion is a fimction merely of the probability of that model. 
Given an encoder a and binary code y, the optimal col- 
lection {p(i)} of codes is the collection of codes that 
achieves the best possible Lagrangian performance. In par- 
ticular, for each i, p(i) should be the code that achieves the 
opt imal  performance possible for  the  data  
{xRa ~ ~ ~ ~ : a ( d ’ )  = zlthatmapstoit. Foranyfuredcodhg 
dunension n, the rate-distortion optimal code p(i) is the 
optimal n-dmensional vector quantizer matched to the 
source statistics of the data that mapped to the given code. 
In a (rate-distortion) suboptimal code, each code in the 
two-stage code’s collection may itself be a suboptimal 
code; e.g., a transform code. For a given suboptimal code 
type, the optimal collection of codes must sirmlarly have 
the property that each code in the collection is optimal 
(subject to the given code structure) for the data that maps 
to it. For example, in a two-stage code containing a collec- 
tion of transform codes, each transform code in the collec- 
tion should be optimized for the data that maps to it. 
A further generalized version of the generahzed Lloyd 
algorithm, or more correctly its entropy-constrained vari- 
ation, may be used to optimize two-stage codes of any va- 
riety. The process initiates with an arbitrary collection 
{p(i)} of models-in this case a collection of codes of a 
desired type or types-and their uniquely decodable bi- 
nary descriptions {y(i)}. The algorithm is again an itera- 
tive descent technique, which is run to convergence. Each 
iteration requires three steps. 
Step 1: Optimize the encoder a for  the given collec- 
tion@(i)} ofcodes and their binary descriptions { ~ ( i ) } .  
This step is optimally accomplished using a full search 
over all of the codes in the collection. That is, each k ~ z - d i -  
mensional supervector is encoded using each of the codes 
in the collection and the Lagrangian performance of each 
such code on the given data vector is calculated. Each 
supervector xkn is mapped to the index i of the code yield- 
ing the best Lagrangian performance on that supervector. 
Step 2: Optimize the collection of codes {p(i)} for 
the given encoder a and lossless code y. 
If the codes in the given collection are vector 
quantizers, this step is accomplished using the general- 
ized Lloyd algorithm to optimize each vector quantizer 
for the data that mapped to it. That is, codebookP(i) is re- 
designed using the generalized Lloyd algorithm on the 
subset {xkn : a(xk”) = of the original training set. If the 
give1 code collection contains other varieties of codes, 
then the optimal design algorithms for those code types 
are used in the place of the generalized Lloyd algorithm. 
Step 3: Optimize the binary descriptions {y( i ) }  for 
the given encoder a and decoder p. 
This step is accomplished by matching an entropy 
code to the probabilities of the codes in the given collec- 
tion. The model probabilities are estimated on the train- 
i n g  se t .  T h a t  is y is designed such tha t  
I y(i) I = - log Pr(a(X” ) = i) for each i. 
One key decision in designing a collection of codes is 
the choice of the number of codes. As the arguments of 
previous section suggest, the theoretically optimal num- 
ber of codeboolcs in a two-stage code is a function of the 
space of possible sources (a more homogeneous data set 
can be covered with fewer codes than can a less homoge- 
neous data set) as well as the coding dimension. In prac- 
tice, the number of codes used in a two-stage code is more 
commonly the combined result of complexity constraints 
and design outcomes. By including the rate used to de- 
scribe the model in the rate calculation, the above system 
inherits from its predecessor a codebooli size optimiza- 
tion mechanism. That is, the number of models used in 
the system can itself be optimized through the iterative 
descent procedure. Often, the number of codes is also 
controlled by concerns about complexity. (It is interest- 
ing to note that the performance of a collection of very 
simple codes often exceeds the performance of much 
more complex single-code algorithms.) In  practice, 
two-stage compression a lgor i ths  are typically initial- 
ized with the largest collection {p(i)} of source codes that 
is computationally feasible. Through the iterative descent 
design process, the probabilities of any “extra” codes tend 
to zero, their associated rates approach infinity, and the 
codes are effectively removed from the system. 
Ifk = 1, a two-stage system using a collection ofn-di- 
mensional codes can be redrawn as a one-stage system 
of the same dimension. For any k! > 1, however, the 
same is not the case. Further, even at Fz = 1, the existence 
of an equivalent one-stage code does not imply the exis- 
tence of a low-complexity implementatlon correspond- 
ing to that code. For example, using k ! = i  and a 
collection of transform codes yields a code that is not 
easily implemented directly. 
A variety of practical codes can be built using this ap- 
proach (see [20] for a summary). The resulting systems 
yield vast performance improvements, even on data sets 
that seem quite homogeneous. For example, a two-stage 
code containing a collection of vector quantizers yields a 
10 dl3 performance improvement over a single vector 
quantizer when both systems are trained on a collection 
of 20 sagittal magnetic resonance brain scans and tested 
on a (nonoverlapping) collection of five scans of the 
same type. Examples of two-stage source codes designed 
using the above technique appear in Boxes 5,6, and 7. A 
discussion of the design and use of multiple-model sys- 
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tems for applications other than source coding appears 
in the next section. 
Beyond Source Coding: A Look at the world 
Through R(D) Colored Glasses 
Given appropriate definitions of “rate” and “distortion,” 
a wide variety of modeling problems may be viewed 
through the lens of rate-distortion theory. This nontradi- 
tional perspective lends valuable insight into the solution 
of numerous engineering problems in which modeling 
uncertainty plays a major role. 
At first glance, rate-distortion theory appears applica- 
ble only to the compression problems from which it 
arises. Yet the idea that betterpefowmamce muy be achieved 
by us in^ a collection of simple ~m0delS rather than a si&e 
all-enco~passim~ model as a fundamental lesson of 
rate-disto~tion the09 that is applicable to an enowmow variety 
ofproblems im which uncev.taimtyplays a cvitical role. The de- 
sign and use of multiple-model systems as a general tool 
for uncertainty management are explored in this section. 
As the compression example discussed throughout 
this work demonstrates, the underlying principle behind 
multiple model systems is extremely simple. In applica- 
tions where uncertainty plays a major role, there are often 
performance benefits to be gained by separating sources 
of uncertainty and designing a collection of simple mod- 
els rather than a single, more complex model. In speech 
recognition, that might mean designing different recog- 
nition systems for men and women and optimizing sys- 
tems for different regional accents; for mobile 
communications, that might mean designing a collection 
of different channel codes for use under varying channel 
characteristics; and so on. The questions that arise in con- 
sidering the use of a multiple model system for any of 
these applications are the same as the questions consid- 
ered for multiple-model compression systems: 
A How many models should be designed? 
A Which models should be used? 
A What are the price and payoff of multiple-model systems? 
While it is not difficult to come up with ad-hoc answers to 
some of these questions, experimental results [20,23,24] 
indicate that there are enormous gains to be achieved by 
using optimal collections of models rather than collec- 
tions that are merely intuitively satisfying. 
Under the conditions where it applies, the same theory 
used to provide optimal answers to the above questions 
for the source coding problem may be used to taclde these 
questions for other applications. The system require- 
ments necessary for successful application of that theory 
are enumerated below. 
1. There must exist a performance criterion (analo- 
gous to the Lagrangian performance of a rate-distortion 
problem) such that: 
(a) the goal of system design is the minimization of the 
given criterion (The restriction to problems described as 
minimizations rather than maximizations is included for 
The lessons of rate-distortion 
theory lead to optimal methods 
for designing collections of very 
simple source models. 
convenience. No loss of generality results from this re- 
striction since any maximization becomes a minimization 
upon negation of the associated performance criterion.) ; 
(b) the value of the performance criterion is bounded 
below. 
2. There must exist a model redesign algorithm such 
that given a preexisting model and a set of data, the given 
algorithm redesigns the model such that the new model 
gives performance at least as good as the performance of 
the original model on the given data set. 
3. There must exist a testing procedure such that given 
a collection of models and any possible scenario, some 
means of determining which model yields the best perfor- 
mance in the given scenario is available. 
The above requirements are necessary and sufficient 
for application and convergence of the multiple model 
design algorithm described in the previous section. The 
algorithm is not described in detail again here, but a 
rough outline follows. First, separate the training set into 
a collection of disjoint subsets. The initial subsets may be 
arbitrary, or they may be chosen to match the designer’s 
intuition. For example, the data in a speech training set 
may be separated by regional accent, speaker age, or 
speaker gender. The number of initial subsets chosen 
should equal the maximal number of models acceptable 
(from a computational standpoint) in the system. Design 
an initial model for each subset of the training data. Then 
reclassify the data in the training set, grouping each mem- 
ber of the training set with the model that achieves the 
best performance on that data. Calculate the proportion 
of data that maps to each model in the system and use that 
proportion as an estimate of the model probability. Iter- 
ate the procedure-repeatedly designing each model to 
match the data that mapped to it and then remapping the 
data until convergence of the performance criterion. 
The requirements described in conditions 1-3 are pre- 
cisely the conditions needed to implement the above pro- 
cedure and guarantee its convergence. The requirement 
in l (a )  provides a means for evaluating system perfor- 
mance and an explicit design goal. The requirement in 
1 (b) is necessary to guarantee convergence of the multi- 
ple model design algorithm. The design algorithm in 2 is 
necessary for redesigning each model for the data that 
mapped to it, and the requirement of system improve- 
ment is necessary for the algorithm‘s convergence. If the 
design algorithm guarantees not only a good solution but 
a globally optimal solution (or that algorithm may itself 
be described in a sequence of steps such that each step 
guarantees a globally optimal solution), then the multi- 
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ple-model-design algorithm is guaranteed not only to 
converge but to converge to a locally optimal solution. 
The requirement in 3 is necessary for designing a method 
for choosing among the models in a given collection. 
A final characteristic of most systems employing the 
multiple-model approach is a dependence of the perfor- 
mance criterion on the model probabilities. For example, 
in two-stage source codes, the Lagrangian performance 
includes the first-stage source description, which is 
roughly equal to the negative logarithm of the probability 
of the chosen model. Inclusion of this probability in the 
performance criterion in a manner that favors high proba- 
bility models over models with low probabilities yields 
multiple-model systems in which the optimal number of 
models at a particular dimension is bounded. 
As mentioned at the end of the section titled “Take it to 
the Next Level,” the multiple-model approach has been 
applied in a variety of applications. Applications incorpo- 
rating the use offirst-stage coding rate (or its equivalent) 
include image compression [20], communications over 
randomly varying channels [25], and spealier- and con- 
text-independent continuous speech recognition [23, 
241. In each of these applications, the performance im- 
provements garnered by going from single- to multi- 
ple-model systems are striking: 
A up to 10 dB compression performance improvement 
may be observed between one- and two-stage codes of the 
same type [20]; 
A u p  to 9 dB performance improvement of multi- 
ple-model systems over single-model systems may be ob- 
served in joint source and channel coding performance 
for a system with variable channel characteristics [25]; 
A a 50% decrease in word-error probability may be ob- 
served using collections of HMMs rather than a single 
HMM in spealier-independent continuous speech recog- 
nition [23, 241; 
Conclusions 
Rate-distortion theory quantifies the optimal trade-off 
between modeling cost and modeling resources in data 
compressioii systems. While the theory does not provide 
the optimal system for achieving the bounds it describes, 
rate-distortion theory does highlight a number of im- 
portant aspects of optimal source coding systems, in- 
cluding the performance benefits to be gained from 
high-dimensional coding and the properties of optimal 
quantizers and lossless codes. The generalized Lloyd al- 
gorithm combines the lessons of rate-distortion theory 
into an iterative descent technique €or designing (lo- 
cally) optimal data compression systems from a 
rate-distortion perspective. 
It is interesting to note that the data compression sys- 
tem that achieves the optimal performance at a given 
coinplexity is often a suboptimal code from a pure 
rate-distortion perspective. This seeming anomaly arises 
from the fact that rate-distortion theory largely ignores is- 
sues of computational complexity. As a result, perfor- 
mance gains may be achieved by giving up optimal en- 
coding and decodng in exchange for the ability to code at 
higher dimensions. The goal in designing such 
suboptimal codes is to achieve the best pos 
rate-dstortion trade-off subject to the constraints im- 
posed by the coding structure. 
The lessons of rate-distortion theory lead to optimal 
methods for designing collections of very s 
models. Applying these same techniques to 
data models yields an optimal algorithm 
collections of more general data models fo 
variety of applications. Thus, rate-distortion theory pro- 
vides a theoretical framework for deciding how best to 
break any single, complex modeling problem into a col- 
lection of simpler modeling problems. The resulting sys- 
tems are computationally inexpensive to use since all of 
the design is done off-line rather than during the coding 
process (as in adaptive systems). Further, the desi 
quires no expert intervention. The algorithm fuids the 
optimal way to divide a problem automatically. For many 
applications, such as image compression, speech recogni- 
tion, and joint source and channel codmg, the resulting 
multiple-model systems yield significant performance 
improvements over their single-model counterparts. 
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